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Abstract: Fieldworks at the Western Kom were carried out within the older trench that had been 
opened in 2006–2007 and further excavated in 2008. The important excavation results are related to 
architectural remains. Beneath the chapel with votive deposits next structures with storage vessels 
inside were discovered. Absence of architectural remains in the south-eastern part of the tell proved 
that in the Naqada III A-B the Western Kom was inhabited in a much smaller area that it was later. The 
upper layers excavated during these campaigns are connected to phase 4 at Tell el-Farkha (i.e. Naqada 
IIIA) and the lower layers to phase 3 (Naqada IID2/IIIA). Discovered stone and flint tools points than 
the stone vessels workshop was strictly connected to the cultic shrine. Analysis of animal remains and 
pottery confirm the exceptional role of these area in the Proto- and beginning of the Early Dynastic 
periods and we have gained a very strong evidence, that the Western Kom was the most significant 
area of the site in Tell el-Farkha and was related to the local elite. The imitations of Palestinian vessels 
and numerous pottery fragments of Near Eastern origin point to well developed trade with the Near 
East. Another proof for such activities are small objects of various shapes, which were probably used 

as tokens. They were discovered at all three tells in Tell el-Farkha.

Key-words: Tell el-Farkha, Naqada culture, Lower Egyptian culture, Proto/Early Dynastic Periods

The1 campaigns in 2009–2010 were car-
ried out under the auspices of the Institute of 
Archaeology of the Jagiellonian University 
in Krakow, the Archaeological Museum in 
Poznan and the Polish Centre of Mediter-
ranean Archaeology at Warsaw University2.

Description of results
Fieldwork in the Western Kom was car-

ried out within the older trench that had 

1 Institute of Archaeology, Jagiellonian Uni-
versity; Gołębia St. 11, 31-007 Kraków, Poland;  
kmcialowicz@interia.pl
2 The campaign in 2009 lasted from 28th February to 
2nd April; in 2010 between 13th March and 8th April.

been opened in 2006–2007 and excavated 
further in 2008. Only in the northern part 
of the tell was the trench extended to in-
clude 150 square metres more. It was the 
field conditions (the mound surface rapidly 
slopes down there) that allowed the action 
and so the whole excavation area covered 
over 1000 square metres which are pres-
ently at the same level of exploration.

The important excavation results in the 
Western Kom are related to architectural re-
mains. A building complex has been unearthed 
that was composed of rooms surrounding an 
empty space (Figs 1–2), probably a sort of in-
ternal courtyard (cf. Ciałowicz 2009; 2010).

Krzysztof M. Ciałowicz1

Excavations at the Western Kom at Tell el-Farkha 2009–2010
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Fig. 1. General view of Western Kom after season 2009

Fig. 2. General view of Western Kom after season 2010
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In the western area only a part (approxi-
mately one half) of a large room has sur-
vived, because the tell was evidently de-
stroyed in modern times. This room was 
enclosed by massive walls. It should be 
remembered that this room is located just 
beneath the chapel (Room 211) with votive 
deposits that had been discovered within 
the last seasons of works (cf. Chłodnicki, 
Ciałowicz 2008; 2011). In the newly dis-
covered room, 3 large storage vessels were 
found sunk into the ground on both sides 
of a wall together with a concentration of 
smaller vessels and other artefacts (Fig. 3).

Beneath, more structures were discov-
ered. Especially interesting is the one la-
belled 253. At the beginning of exploration, 
one more deposit of small vessels (nineteen 
examples) and fragments of a few bigger 
bowls were discovered (Fig. 4). Among 
them there were also a small flint knife and 
a partially preserved Nile mollusc shell. 

Further beneath, a large storage jar and three 
smaller vessels were discovered (Fig. 5). 
About 30 cm deeper another storage vessel 
was unearthed (Fig. 6).

At the eastern border of structure 253 a 
mud-brick wall, oriented along the N-S axis, 
was visible (1.5 brick wide). In succeeding 
layers, the mentioned wall joined to another 
one going from east to west. Finally, both 
walls formed a corner of a room that was 
labelled structure 255 (Figs 7–8). The walls 
were evidently joined with a large mud-
brick wall which was discovered in previ-
ous seasons and had delimited the area of 
the Early Dynastic rooms complex. In struc-
ture 255, ten almost completely preserved 
vessels and fire-places were found.

A complex of rooms (Fig. 9) of a clearly 
utility function, which was adjacent to the 
courtyard from the north and discovered 
in the previous season, had also changed. 
In comparison to the structures discovered 

Fig. 3. Storage vessels in situ (season 2009)
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Fig. 4. Deposit of pottery vessels

Fig. 5. Storage vessel in structure 253
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Fig. 6. Two storage vessels from structure 253

Fig. 7. Structures 253 and 255
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during season 2008, they were much better 
constructed. Their function was indicated 
by stoves and hearths – sometimes with pots 
standing in them (Fig. 10), layers of ashes, 
organic remains (bones of animals and fish) 

and typical pottery, but the spaces delimited 
by mud-brick walls were much bigger than 
it was in later layers. Also, the walls were 
wider and built with greater precision. It 
confirms the hypothesis made after season 

Krzysztof M. Ciałowicz

Fig. 8. Corner of structure no. 255

Fig. 9. Northern rooms of the administrative-cultic centre
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2008 that the buildings discovered at that 
time were a sort of side attachment built 
in a hurry in response to immediate needs. 
Evidently, the northern rooms that were dis-
covered during the 2009–2010 campaigns 
had clearly formed a part of the large ad-
ministrative-cultic complex excavated in 
2006–2008, where among others numerous 
anthropo- and zoomorphic figurines were 
found together with model objects, minia-
ture vessels etc. (cf. Chłodnicki, Ciałowicz 
et al. 2011).

Clearly different is the situation observed 
now in the southern and south-eastern part 
of the tell from the one noted there previous-
ly (Fig. 11). During earlier seasons we had 
discovered there a few rooms with various 
functions. In the uppermost strata explored 
this year, some remains of badly preserved 
rooms were slightly visible, although, deep-
er layers preserved no architectural remains. 

So, it is possible that in the period (Naqada 
III A-B) the Western Kom was inhabited in 
a much smaller area that it was later.

During both of these seasons, large 
amounts of pottery fragments were found as 
well as a dozen or so complete vessels, most-
ly of a smaller size. Relatively rare are the 
bread moulds made of poor quality Nile silt. 
More frequent are fragments of jars made of 
a slightly better raw material. Some of them 
were used in ovens and hearths, evidenced by 
clear traces of overheating. A few such jars 
were unearthed standing in the ovens (struc-
tures nos 250, 256, 260). Another category is 
formed by small jars with rounded bottoms 
and different shaped necks and rims. Twenty 
such vessels, in a various stage of preserva-
tion, were discovered. The following and 
numerous category is formed by shards of 
different types of bowls. A few miniature 
vessels (bowls, cups) were also uncovered.

Fig. 10. Hearth with a standing pot inside
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Most vessels were made of local silt and 
can be classified as rough – even the stor-
age jar from the above mentioned structure 
253 (Fig. 12). Only a few examples were 
polished: for instance a small jar (Fig. 13) 
or a bowl (Fig. 14) and another storage ves-
sels (Fig. 15). From the sets of small vessels 
a miniature of a Palestine jar with wavy-
handles and lug-handles’ imitation espe-
cially attracts attention (Fig. 16). It should 
be stressed, however, that the discussed jar 
was probably not an import. It was rather 
made in Egypt, presumably even in Tell 
el-Farkha. It is also worth mentioning a so-
called Bird Vase (Fig. 17) made from local 
silt, which is probably also an imitation of a 
Palestinian vessel. A similar vessel is known 
from grave no. 1600 in Hemamieh (Brun-
ton, Caton-Thompson 1928: pl. XXXVIII, 
34c). Unfortunately, neither the object nor 
the tomb were precisely described or even 

dated by their discoverers. It is only known 
that the vessel in question was red-polished. 

Some similarities to our item are dis-
played by another vessel of Predynastic 
context from Mostagedda (Brunton 1937: 
pl. XXXVII, 17). According to the excava-
tor, it should be dated to the early Gerzean 
Period.

Another interesting find is a kind of stand, 
unfortunately partially preserved, evidently 
wider in its upper part and with traces of 
burning (Fig. 18). It could be a sort of a 
plate on a stand or even an offering stand 
or altar, similar to those known for instance 
from Tell Ibrahim Awad (Sherkova 2002: 
148; Figs 6, 10). Also connected to cult 
and rituals is a limestone object (high 2.6 
cm; diameter 9.8cm) – a severely damaged 
model of a conical mace-head (Fig. 19), 
which undoubtedly had symbolic meaning 
or was even a votive offering. Both items 

Fig. 11. South-eastern part of Western Kom
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Fig. 12. Storage vessel Fig. 13. Polished jar

Fig. 14. Bowl
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Fig. 15. Storage vessel
Fig. 16. Imitation of a Palestine jar with wavy- and 

lug- handles

Fig. 17. “Bird Vase”
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are presumably related to the previously dis-
covered complex and proved that some ritu-
als were connected to the place even earlier 
than Proto/Early Dynastic times.

Some stone vessels (Fig. 20) and their 
parts were recorded as well as a fragment 
of a badly preserved copper bracelet. In the 
southern part of the trench, an almost com-
pletely preserved greywacke palette was 
recorded (Fig. 21). It has an oblong form 
(21.3×14.4 cm) with a clear bird head (the 
beak is broken) on one side. In the other, a 
tail is visible. In the bottom part a small leg 
is also marked. The palette was evidently 
used. On the obverse and averse there are 
shallow depressions and traces of grinding. 
Remnants of red paint (ochre?) are pre-
served on the surface. Another almost square 
(3.6×3.4cm) object made of quartz is also 

interesting (Fig. 22). It has clearly rounded 
corners and smoothed surface. A diagonal 
hole (0.4 mm in diameter) comes through a 
narrow edge and flat surface. The other edge 
is damaged but, possibly, a similar hole was 
also there. Therefore, the described object 
could have been suspended and so we may 
be dealing with a sort of amulet.

Preliminary conclusions
The pottery discovered in seasons 2009–

10 indicates that the upper layers excavat-
ed during these campaigns are connected to 
phase 4 at Tell el-Farkha (i.e. Naqada IIIA) 
and the lower layers to phase 3 (Naqada 
IID2/IIIA).

Very interesting observations were made 
on the basis of other items discovered in 
the direct vicinity of Room 211. During the 
excavations (seasons 2007–2009) many 

Fig. 18. Fragment of offering stand (?)

Fig. 19. Model of a conical mace-head (limestone)

Fig. 20. Stone bowl (basalt)

Fig. 21. Bird-shaped cosmetic palette (greywacke)
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stone and flint tools were found (Fig. 23). 
Most of them were used in the manufac-
turing process of stone vessels. It is clear 
that the stone vessel workshop was strictly 
connected to the cultic shrine, discovered 
in 2006. The assumption is also confirmed 
by the discovery in the Western Kom of a 
few stone vessels, among them there were 
unfinished examples, too (Fig. 24). These 
vessels might have been of both a cult (a 
few stone vessels but mostly their numer-
ous stone miniatures were discovered in 
previous seasons) and a burial use. Many 
examples of stone vessels were produced 
as grave goods and a few to several doz-
en of vessels of various stone kinds have 
been recorded in some of the examined 
burials to date (cf. Pryc 2009; Chłodnicki, 
Ciałowicz et al. 2011).

Analysis of animal remains, made by 
R. Abłamowicz, provides us with another 

important source of information. All over 
the site in Tell el-Farkha (the settlement as 
well as the cemetery) the bones of pigs are 
predominant, as is the rule in the whole of 
Lower Egypt (Linseele, van Neer 2003: 7). 
In the previously mentioned area, almost 
only cattle bones were found. A large flint 
knife was found with several cattle ribs 
alongside three storage jars hidden under 
the floor of shrine (cf. Ciałowicz 2011a). 
This knife could have been used for ritual 
cattle killing. Similar flint knives were still 
used for the ritual killing of animals during 
the Old Kingdom as it is visible in many 
reliefs in mastabas from that period.

From the analysis of animal remains 
come other important conclusions. Among 
the fish bones spread around the whole site, 
the remains of heads and tails strongly pre-
dominate. Pig bones are usually limited to 
those that come from heads and the front 
parts of animals. It is then justified to as-
sume that the most precious and desirable 
parts of both fish and pigs were being sent 
somewhere outside Tell el-Farkha. They 
could have consisted of an important ele-
ment of trade exchange for imported mate-
rials or goods.

Also the pottery differs very much from 
that known from other parts of the site 
(cf. Sobas 2009). Many examples had an 
evident cultic function: pot stands, a barrel 
shaped jar called a Nubian vessel or a hes-
jar. There is evidently a correlation between 
the majority of the pottery found in Room 
211 and other early temples or shrines like 
for example at Abydos, Elephantine, Hiera-
konpolis and Tell Ibrahim Awad.

All of these clues confirm the excep-
tional role of the area of Room 211 in the 
Proto- and beginning of the Early Dynastic 
periods and we have obtained very strong 
evidence that Western Kom was the most 
significant area of the site in Tell el-Farkha 
and was related to the local elite.

Fig. 22. Amulet (?); quartz
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This situation can be compared especially 
with the famous ceremonial center (HK29A) 
at Hierakonpolis, which of course is much 

earlier. Pottery discovered in that area sug-
gests that the HK29A complex contained 
vessels not generally dispersed throughout 

Fig. 23. Tools used in the stone vessel manufacturing process
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the population (Friedman 1996: 29). Also 
faunal remains from the mentioned locality 
differ from other sites in the low desert at 
Hierakonpolis (Friedman 1996: 24; Linsele 
et al. 2009), moreover, in the same area, 
crescent drills for stone vessel manufactur-
ing were also noted (Friedman 2009: 98).

At all three tells in Tell el-Farkha, al-
though the most widespread at Eastern 
and Western Kom, small objects of vari-
ous shapes appear. They were sometimes 
made of pottery fragments, however, more 
frequently they were formed from lumps of 
clay and slightly fired. The category is com-
posed of cones (Fig. 25), balls (Fig. 26) and 
circles with a hole inside (Fig. 27). The ob-
jects are usually of small size – ca. 2–3 cm 
in diameter or height. They were usually 
made carelessly, somewhat in a hurry and 
for immediate needs. The cones and balls 
are commonly treated as gaming pieces, 

but it is not necessarily their only explana-
tion. The interpretation may be accepted 
in case of objects found in graves, which 
were usually better made whereas the items 
from settlement layers did not have to play 
an identical role. Even more mysterious are 
the circles with a little hole in their centre, 
which cannot be treated as amulets or beads. 
Aside from their questionable beauty, they 
had to be threaded onto a very thin string 
and, while they were being worn, could 
have be arranged sidewise to their owner. 
Besides, as it is shown by research in Tell 
el-Farkha, numerous beads of semiprecious 
stones, ostrich egg shell or faience appear 
both in graves and in settlement layers. It is 
then hard to assume that the discussed cir-
cles were of a bead-like function. It seems 
far more probable they were, together with 
at least the majority of the balls and cones, 
used as tokens. They could have be useful 
for counting and for specifying the number 
and kind of goods sent to Tell el-Farkha 
from Upper Egypt, but mainly from the 
Near East.

More interpretational possibilities are of-
fered by a small cone discovered a few years 
ago in the settlement from Eastern Kom. It 
was shaped of purified ochre (Fig. 28) and is 
possibly the shape in which ochre was trans-
ported to the settlement. Therefore, it is also 
possible that cones found in graves or set-
tlement layers were symbolic substitutes of 
ochre or were meant to express its amount.

The above mentioned imitations of Pal-
estinian vessels and numerous pottery 
fragments of Near Eastern origin point to 
well-developed trade with the Near East. 
The pottery fragments have been registered 
all over the site and appear as early as the 
Lower Egyptian culture layers. They are 
also attested from the beginning of Naqa-
dian occupation, moreover, their amount in 
the Proto- and Early Dynastic layers largely 
increases.

Fig. 24. Unfinished limestone vessel
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Another important hint that suggests the 
significant role of trade in the life of the in-
habitants of Tell el-Farkha is the substantial 
amount of imported raw materials. Copper 
in the Proto- and Early Dynastic layers of 
Tell el-Farkha is a relatively common dis-
covery. It is usually in the form of mostly 
personal adornments and multifunctional 
tools as axes and chisels. Oft recorded 
hooks (Fig. 29) or less numerous harpoons 
which were used for fishing also feature. 

Among the harpoons, two items discovered 
in season 2007 in grave no. 55 (Fig. 30; cf. 
Chłodnicki, Ciałowicz 2011: 173–177) de-
serve special attention. The harpoons were 
also made of bone and fragments of two 
such objects (Fig. 31) were found during 
last seasons of fieldwork. The presence of 
hooks, harpoons as well as copper tools for 
manufacturing and repairs of fishing nets 
(registered at the Central Kom) points to 
the considerable significance of fishery. It 

Fig. 25. Clay cones
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should also be remembered that fish were 
not only a food source for the inhabitants 
of Tell el-Farkha but, as it is shown by 
analysis of their bone remains, important 
objects of trade.

In earlier publications of the material 
from the Western Kom at Tell el-Farkha, 
attention was drawn many times to the fact 
that in the Proto- and Early Dynastic peri-
ods the site was an unusually strong centre 
of an administrative-cultic character (cf. 
e.g. Ciałowicz 2009a). However, it is worth 

giving some thought to how such a centre 
emerged in this particular place. Discover-
ies made in other parts of the site are also 
of great importance. Research in the Lower 
Egyptian culture layers at the Central Kom 
(Chłodnicki, Geming 2012) revealed a rem-
nant of the oldest settlement. The whole set-
tlement was divided into zones. The eastern 
one is characterised by rectangular buildings 
made of organic material, storage and rub-
bish pits and hundreds of post holes. These 
rectangular houses were approximately 3m 

Fig. 26. Clay balls
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wide and from 5 to almost 7m long. Some of 
them had a divided interior.

Much more important is the western 
zone (at least 20 metres long and 10 metres 
wide). It was surrounded by a double fence 
and played a certain important role. With-
in, a construction with a complicated inte-
rior was located. It is there where the most 
valuable artefacts connected to the Lower 
Egyptian culture were found – golden and 
semiprecious stone beads, a fragment of 
a copper knife and a stone vessel. Espe-
cially interesting are the two pear-shaped 

mace-heads found there. One of them was 
made of basalt, whereas the other was 
made of the radial head of a femur. While 
the first one could have had some practical 
functions (impact marks are visible), the 
other one must have been purely symbolic 
and could be connected to the local elite.

Also interesting is the fact that all frag-
ments of imported Upper Egyptian pottery 
(no later than Naqada IIC) from this phase 
were found inside this enclosure, while frag-
ments of Palestinian pottery were discov-
ered over the whole area of the excavation at 

Fig. 27. Clay discs
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the Central Kom. It is also worth mention-
ing that the same kind of Lower Egyptian 
pottery was discovered on both sides of the 
fence.

Fig. 28. Cone made from ochre

Fig. 29. Copper fish-hook

Fig. 30. Copper harpoon-head

Fig. 31. Fragments of bone harpoon-heads
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It seems reasonable to suppose that 
in the western part of the Central Kom 
there was a kind of Lower Egyptian resi-
dence undoubtedly connected to the local 
elite, reinforcing its prestige with imports 
from Upper Egypt. Beads of semiprecious 
stones and gold, and especially, the clearly 
symbolic mace-heads are the best proof 
for the assumption. The above mentioned 
Naqadian pottery stresses the link. Trade 
contact between the Delta and Upper Egypt 
must have been then far more developed 
that it was previously suggested. In this 
situation, it is not surprising that Naqadian 
settlers started to appear in Tell el-Farkha. 
It is, however, worth highlighting that they 
did not settle among the autochthonous in-
habitants of the site, but a small distance 
away in a place where a utility part of 
the settlement had previously existed and 
the breweries were located (cf. Ciałowicz  
2011a: 56). It is therefore possible that the 
Naqadians had to be given the approval of 
the Lower Egyptian elite in order to settle 
there and so engaged in various relations 
with the local elite.

The first undertaking of the newcomers 
once they had settled was to erect a huge 
building. No bigger complex than this is 
known from the Egypt of the period (c. 
3300–3200 BC). Until now only its east-
ern part has been excavated (Chłodnicki, 
Ciałowicz et al. 2004: 48–50). The objects 
found inside testify to the role of trade in 
the life of the inhabitants. The building may 
have been a residence connected to stores, 
belonging to a Naqadian official from the 
south of Egypt charged with control over 
the trade between Palestine and the Delta 
on one hand and Upper Egypt on the oth-
er. He would have been associated with 
one of the early Egyptian rulers residing 
for example in Abydos or Hierakonpolis, 
whose rule extended over all or at least a 
considerable part of Egypt. Ultimately the 

building burned down in a huge conflagra-
tion, which may have been the effect not so 
much of intentional torching as a cataclys-
mic earthquake or flood. If it was indeed 
destroyed in an act of warfare, it could be 
construed as evidence of a growing rival-
ry between the various centres of power 
emerging in Upper Egypt at the time.

The Naqadians lived briefly side by side 
with the Lower Egyptian culture popula-
tion, most certainly interacting with the 
autochthonous inhabitants, and then they 
gained predominance. There is no evidence 
of strife or destruction that could be con-
nected with an invasion of settlers from the 
south. The most likely scenario is a gradual 
process of assimilation and acculturation 
with the native population of the Delta 
adopting the more attractive and modern 
southern models.

From this point on we may actually talk 
about cultural unification and the descend-
ants of the first newcomers from the south 
who took over the role of the former local 
elite and introduced their own customs or 
cults. Undoubtedly, trade and control over 
valuable materials and objects imported 
from the Near East certainly sent further to 
the south must have been important in those 
processes, if it was not the crucial factor. It 
is confirmed not only by the presence of 
the above mentioned imported goods and 
raw materials, but mostly by the relatively 
common occurrence of clay seals which 
were attached ones to pottery vessels or 
baskets in order to secure their contents. 
A few cylindrical seals were discovered in 
Tell el-Farkha in various contexts – both 
settlement and cult. Particularly interesting 
is a badly made clay seal from the Central 
Kom, where the oldest known nebti name 
(cf. Ciałowicz 2011b) appears alongside a 
serekh. The name certifies the close rela-
tions of the settlement in Tell el-Farkha to 
the emerging monarchy.
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Badania wykopaliskowe na Komie Zachodnim w Tell el-Farcha w sezonach 2009–1010

Podjęte w latach 2009–10 prace na Komie Zachodnim w Tell el-Farcha były kontynuacją ba-
dań rozpoczętych w tym miejscu w 2006 r. Odsłonięty został kompleks pomieszczeń otaczających 
rodzaj wewnętrznego dziedzińca. W części zachodniej, tuż pod przebadaną w latach poprzednich 
kaplicą kultową znajdowało się znacznych rozmiarów, częściowo zachowane (tell został w tym 
miejscu wyraźnie zniszczony) pomieszczenie otoczone grubymi murami. Odsłonięto w nim kilka 
dzbanów zasobowych oraz wyraźną koncentrację małych naczyń i innych zabytków. Pomieszcze-
nia odkryte w części północnej są dużo lepiej wykonane niż w warstwach młodszych, natomiast 
te od strony południowej zanikają zupełnie, co sugeruje że w okresie Nagada III A-B, tell był zasie-
dlony na mniejszym niż później obszarze.

Analiza kamiennych i krzemiennych zabytków odkrytych w latach 2006–07 pozwala na stwier-
dzenie, że obok eksplorowanej wtedy kaplicy kultowej istniał warsztat produkujący naczynia ka-
mienne. Przebadanie szczątków kostnych wykazało wyraźnie, że dokonywano tutaj, rytualnego 
zapewne, uboju bydła.

Zwracają uwagę importy z południowego Lewantu oraz imitacji bliskowschodnich naczyń, 
świadczące o ożywionych kontaktach z tym rejonem. Wniosek ten potwierdza również występo-
wanie niewielkich zabytków, które mogły służyć jako tokeny do określania ilości i rodzaju spro-
wadzanych dóbr.

Wszystko to potwierdza wyjątkowe znaczenie centrum administracyjno-kultowego na Komie 
Zachodnim i rolę Tell el-Farcha w okresie formowania się państwa  egipskiego. Porównanie wyni-
ków wykopalisk na Komie Zachodnim z rezultatami prac na Komie Centralnym pozwala na stwier-
dzenie, że u podstaw prosperity i rozwoju osady w Tell el-Farcha leży jej położenie na szlaku 
handlowym prowadzącym z Górnego Egiptu na Synaj i do południowej Palestyny.

It is also worth drawing attention to the 
so-called pot-marks, among which a sig-
nificant role is played by those examples 
with ruler names of Dynasties 0 and 1. In 
the majority of cases, pot-marks appear on 
pottery vessels deposited in graves, which 
is the rule at other sites too. In this context, 
their relatively common occurrence on 
pots and pottery fragments discovered at 
the Western Kom is noteworthy (cf. Sobas 
2010).

It should, however, be stressed that the 
Lower Egyptian culture people were the 
first to open trade routes to the East and 
the credit for the first relations with the Ca-
naanites goes to them. Without those pos-
sibilities, the development of “Naqadian” 

Tell el-Farkha would probably have taken 
much longer and, perhaps, it would never 
have reached the presently observable 
stage.

It was probably with the growing afflu-
ence of the community that the role of the 
Naqadian elite became more and more sig-
nificant, constantly gaining growing im-
portance. Undoubtedly, the possibility to 
control the trade and decide in a way on 
the imported goods or directions, where the 
goods were then sent, caused a simultane-
ous increase of political importance. All of 
these could have been fundamental for the 
emergence in Tell el-Farkha an important, at 
least for the Eastern Delta, administrative-
cultic centre.
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